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Description
The MORAYTM and MINI-MORAYTM Shield 
Connectors have a “spring-action” top plate that 
remains in contact with the shield at all times. 
The “spring-action” feature is designed to be  
flexible enough to handle the expansion and 
contraction of the cable sheath that results from 
varying temperature ranges, but strong enough 
to maintain constant electrical contact.

Features
The MORAY and MINI-MORAY Shield Connec-
tors have specially designed teeth that penetrate 
the polymer coating on the cable shield to 
provide superior pull-out strength and electrical 
contact. The shape and angle of the tooth design 
bite into the cable shield during assembly. These 
tough teeth make it possible for the connectors to  
maintain constant contact.

n One-piece unit 

n Easy installation 

n Tough teeth prevent pull-out and maintain 
contact

n Constant electrical contact

n Reliability

Each Shield Connector is a one-piece design 
that does not require assembly. The MORAY 
Shield Connector is intended for cables 1.5” in 
diameter or greater. The MINI-MORAY is sized 
for cables less than 1.5” in diameter.

Installation
It only takes a “tap” to apply the MORAY and 
MINI-MORAY Shield Connector. Just remove the 
sheath and shield on the cable, leaving about 
1-1/2” of the plastic inner wrap exposed. Then, 
tap the shield connector until it is firmly under-
neath the sheath and the stud is up against the 
cable. There is no tabbing or slitting required. 

Once the connector is in place, the bond material 
can be attached to the built-in stud with the nuts 
supplied. Finally, slide the pair protector under-
neath the base of the shield connector and the 
installation is complete.

PLP Reliability
The MORAY and MINI-MORAY Shield 
Connectors are manufactured and tested in 
accordance with ISO9001:2000 procedures to 
assure quality, and backed by the experience  
and field support that PLP has been noted for 
since 1947.

For more information on the MORAY Shield  
Connector, please contact PLP.

PLP Bonding Products

MORAYTM and MINI-MORAYTM SHIELD CONNECTOR 

Catalog  
Number

Description
Standard  

Carton Qty.

8000745 MORAY Shield Connector 100

8000751 MINI-MORAY Shield Connector 100

Moray Shield Connector

Mini-Moray Shield Connector


